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Enquiries to:  Information Team 

Our Ref:   FOI611328 
 

  request-498667-7115dbb6@whatdotheyknow.com  

 

Dear Mr Combie  
 
Freedom of Information Request 611328 

 
Thank you for your recent request received 20 July 2018. Your request was actioned under 
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 in which you requested the following information – 

 
“Statement of Facts: Former Labour cabinet minister Lord Andrew Adonis presented to 
council the reasons for having a second vote on the final Brexit deal. 
 
Statement of Public Interest: Liverpool Mayor Joe Anderson has called for a second 
referendum on Brexit and explained his argument on Twitter. 
 
Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 I am requesting the following: 
 
1. From January 1st 2018 - July 19th 2018 communication records sent and received 
relevant to the following topics “People's Vote” OR “Peoples Vote” OR “Second Vote” 
OR “REFERENDUM” between Mayor Joe Anderson and Lord Andrew Adonis that 
reside on Mayor Joe Anderson’s council email. If Mayor Joe Anderson also uses a 
personal account for council business that may also hold response records include this 
in the search. Please provide full email chains, of communications where response 
records are found. 
 
2. From January 1st 2018 - July 19th 2018 communications records sent and received 
between Mayor Joe Anderson and Liverpool City Council elected officials or CEX 
regarding the following keyword selectors “Lord Andrew Adonis” OR “Adonis” AND/OR 
“People's Vote” OR “Peoples Vote” OR “Second Vote” OR “REFERENDUM” Please 
provide full email chains, of communications where response records are found. 
 
3. Please provide a records relating to the arrangement of Lord Andrew Adonis to 
address the council. This may include but not limited to planning details, briefing notes, 
communications. 
 

For purposes of this request, the term “record” and "records" shall mean:       

(1) any written,   printed, or typed material of any kind, including without limitation all 

correspondence, memoranda, notes, messages, letters, cards, facsimiles, papers, 
forms, messages, diaries, schedules, calendars, chronological data, ledgers, printed 

matter, statements or agreements   

(2) any electronically, magnetically, or mechanically stored material of any kind, 
including without limitation all electronic mail or e-mail; 

  (3) any graphic materials and data   compilations from which information can be 

obtained; and 

  (4) any materials using other   means of preserving thought or expression.” 

 
Response: 

 

Liverpool City Council would refer you to the attached email correspondence which 
represents the extent of information held relevant to the terms of your request. Note that in 
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accordance with the provisions of Section 40(2) Freedom of Information Act 2000 limited 
redactions have been applied insofar as information within the correspondence comprises 
names and contact details of third party individuals.  
 
This concludes our response. 
 
The City Council will consider appeals, referrals or complaints in respect of your 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and you must submit these in writing to 
Informationrequests@liverpool.gov.uk within 28 days of receiving your response. 
The matter will be dealt with by an officer who was not previously involved with the 
response and we will look to provide a response within 40 days. 
 
If you remain dissatisfied you may also apply to the Information Commissioner for 
a decision about whether the request for information has been dealt with in 
accordance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

 

The Information Commissioner’s website is  www.ico.gov.uk and the postal address and 
telephone numbers are:- Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water 
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF. Telephone: 0303-123-113.  Email –
mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk (they advise that their email is not secure) 

 
I trust this information satisfies your enquiry.  
 
Yours sincerely 

A Lewis 
Angela Lewis 
Information Team 
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From: Meagher, Kevin
To: Anderson, Joe (Mayor of Liverpool)
Subject: RE: Labour should back a second referendum on Europe. After all we did it before
Date: 08 June 2018 15:40:20

Thanks Joe will do

 

From: Anderson, Joe (Mayor of Liverpool) 
Sent: 08 June 2018 15:32
To: Meagher, Kevin <xxxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx>
Subject: Re: Labour should back a second referendum on Europe. After all we did it before
 

Hi Kev

Just a little tinkering done, but fine, if we can get it out there ahead of next weeks vote would be
good.

 

Joe

Sent from my iPad

On 8 Jun 2018, at 12:52, Meagher, Kevin > wrote:

Joe – draft piece for LabourList to keep you up there as a leading voice on Brexit.
See what you think…

Best

Kev

 

Labour should back a second referendum on Europe. After all
we did it before
Armaggeddon. There’s not much ambiguity about the word.

That’s the Whitehall assessment if there is no exit deal or transitional arrangements
as we enter the Brexit endgame.

Even on civil servants’ less cataclysmic judgment, there is a chance that the Port of
Dover collapses on the first day we leave the European Union. Food shortages
follow. Is this what Brexiteers mean by ‘taking back control?’

Their starry rhetoric and inflated claims are dissolving day by day.

The boast that the US is poised to sign an early trade deal with us – always a wide-
eyed assumption – has been utterly shattered by Donald Trump’s trade war –
which now puts 30,000 British steel workers’ jobs at risk.

Now all the talk is that the Government’s White Paper setting out its final
negotiating position will be delayed until after the European Council meeting at the
end of the month. Will the Prime Minister be applying for an essay extension?

The impacts of Theresa May’s rickety negotiation position will echo for a generation
to come.

This is now farcical and brings the prospect of a ‘no deal’ outcome ever closer.

Literally nothing is going right for Brexiteers and now we have Boris and Davies
fighting to win the hard right of their party and trying to catch up ground taken
by Rees-Mogg – the unofficial leader of the opposition - who calls any criticism of
this shambles ‘project fear on speed’. As a millionaire investment fund manager, he



can afford to be optimistic about Brexit. If leaving the EU turns into a wrecking ball
for the UK economy, he won’t feel the pain. Boris and Davies and their teams are
plotting against Theresa May, who is powerless to prevent it and is no more than
an interim PM. 

To the romantic Tory nationalists, whatever fallout comes from Brexit is a price
worth paying.

For the rest of us living in the real world – and real economy – Brexit along the lines
currently being talked about, is a terrifying prospect.

But how should Labour respond to the biggest political and economic crisis the
country has faced since the Second World War?

Jeremy Corbyn is criticised by some passionate Labour Remainers for not coming
out unequivocally for staying in the EU. I would respectfully point out that they
need to bear in mind 39% of Labour voters supported Brexit.

Nonetheless, I believe that as a party we can support holding a second referendum
on whether we leave the EU - not because we don’t respect the decision of voters
in the first vote - but because the issues we’re dealing with have moved on so much
since June 2016. Surely that fact can not be denied by anyone and gives Labour the
opportunity to offer clarity on our position.

It’s abundantly clear the Tory vision for Brexit is a hard, right-wing, Thatcherite
embrace of the unfettered free market. A race to the bottom. An invitation to the
vultures of international speculation. Chlorinated chicken. Dodgy milk. The
commodification of our NHS. Asking ‘how high?’ when Donald Trump demands we
jump.

We cannot leave it to the fantasists of the Tory Right to set the course of our
country for decades to come. In developing our position to support a second
referendum on the eventual deal, we should learn from our own history.

Harold Wilson’s referendum back in 1975 on whether we should stay in the then
European Economic Community was a chance for the British people to give their
consent to the terms upon which Edward Heath took us into Europe in 1972.

It was a cooling-off vote – and we should adopt the same approach now. A second
referendum on the terms of our departure from the EU is a chance to revisit the
decision we took as a country and ask if it is still relevant.

As the people’s party, let’s give the people their say.

ENDS

 

Joe Anderson is Mayor of Liverpool

 



SPECIAL RESOLUTION – BREXIT  
 
Standing in the names of: 
 

i. Councillor A 
ii. Councillor B  

 
It is now two years since the Brexit vote and the Government still has no satisfactory Brexit plan. 
Since the vote we have gone from the top of the G7 for economic growth to the bottom. For 
communities up and down the country, jobs and businesses are under threat and it is absolutely 
right for local authorities to be making a stand on their behalf.  
 
[Insert additional text pertinent to your local council here] 
 
[Key text for resolution below] 
 
This Council calls on the government to abandon any plans for a hard Brexit and to give the British 
people a vote on whatever deal they end up getting along with the opportunity to vote on keeping 
the many benefits Britons enjoy by staying in the European Union. 
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SPECIAL MOTION NO.1 – BREXIT 
 

 
 
Standing in the names of: 
 
 (i) Councillor Andrew Jones 
 
 (ii) Councillor Adam Connell 
 
 
It’s now eighteen months since the referendum and it’s now plain to see that Leave 
campaigners told the British people a pack of lies. We were told the negotiations 
would be easy but the Rt Hon David Davis MP, Secretary of State for Exiting the 
European Union, described Brexit being “as complicated as moon landing”. We were 
told that by leaving the EU, we would save “£350 million a week” which would then 
be given to the NHS but instead we now see the madness of a government spending 
more of our taxes on Brexit than it is on our NHS or dealing with the horrendous 
increases in child and pensioner poverty. And people were told that Brexit would cut 
immigration, but the Rt Hon Michael Gove MP stated that Brexit could see Britain 
accept more immigrants albeit from outside of the EU. 
 
Meanwhile: 

 The UK economy is now the slowest growing economy in Europe, reducing 
the prosperity of the UK and Borough residents; 

 Businesses within Hammersmith and Fulham, like those elsewhere in the UK, 
are cutting or delaying investment in new production and new jobs while they 
await the Brexit deal; 

 Both private business and public-sector organizations such as the NHS are 
facing labour shortages; 

 New investment in the Borough is being jeopardised and new job 
opportunities are being lost for residents in this Borough; 

 Inflation caused by Brexit-related depreciation of the pound is driving up living 
costs for the poorest residents in this Borough and further squeezing living 
standard; 

 The long-term prospects for the City of London remaining the most significant 
finance centre in the world have been undermined. 

  
It’s evident that Brexit will hurt all but the richest of our citizens. So, while Boris 
Johnson, Nigel Farage and Jacob Rees-Mogg are wealthy enough to avoid its 
consequences the rest of us, and our children, will most likely be poorer and less 
secure. 
 
The council agrees that the current rights of EU citizens living in the UK should 
always be fully protected. 
  



At the Referendum over 70% of Borough residents voted to remain in the European 
Union and that nobody voted to spend £50 billion of tax payers’ money on Brexit.  
 
This Council calls on the government to abandon any plans for a hard Brexit and to 
give the British people a vote on whatever deal they end up getting along with the 
opportunity to vote on keeping the many benefits Britons currently enjoy by staying in 
the European Union. 
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